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I’m genuinely afraid of COVID-19, but a real fear this time. I was never really afraid 

of the virus itself, but the idea of the virus as a whole, a package that mostly 

constituted its implications and how it would impact my way of life and potentially 

endanger my relatives and people close to me. However, the virus itself, I realized 

today, I’ve always conceived to be something far away from me, and my fear has 

never been about it in particular. On one level, I am taking every single precaution 

necessary and following all procedure, but on another level I am simply agnostic to 

its existence and in my subconscious cognizant of the fact that, even if I was by the 

smallest chance to be infected by it, I am almost certainly going to survive, but will 

have to undergo the long, dragging procedures that come with being quarantined at 

a hospital.  

But today was different, today felt especially different in how I viewed COVID. I 

am not sure if it was news I heard today of number of cases inside Champaign 

reaching 23 (but only two cases on campus, thankfully), or because I saw numbers 

of 6,000 deaths in the U.S and numbers that double that of China at its peak being 

reported, but I woke up directly with a fear of getting infected. I do not know anyone 

personally who has gotten the infection, but I’ve been exposed to its reality a lot 

more recently, seeing videos of people suffering its symptoms when fully fleshed 

out, struggling to string two words together without an interval of severe, painful 

coughing, and the permanent state of nausea they find themselves in, and the 

terrifying, gut-wrenching environment of the hospital with its screams and moans. I 

do not want any of it, and though my fear of coronavirus’ implications is still here, 

and much more my fear of any of my loved ones being infected, I have revived the 

very necessary fear of being infected with the disease itself, a fear for my own health 

and the risk it poses on it. 

 We our weekly research group meeting call on the topic of COVID-19, and I 

brought up this fact and fleshed it out with my research partners, creating one of the 

most insightful and piercing experiences I have had in a long time. I’ll most certainly 

be following every procedure down to its most intricate, safe detail for the 

considerable future.  


